Extrinsic regulation of injury/growth-related gene expression in the inferior olive of the adult rat.
Successful axon regeneration relies on the capability of the lesioned neurons to up-regulate a specific set of injury/growth-associated genes. In the adult central nervous system, the strength of the cell body response is generally related to the distance of the injury site from the perikaryon, being stronger for proximal lesions. Nevertheless, inferior olive (IO) cells react to injury and regenerate their axons even after distal transections. To investigate the mechanisms that regulate the IO growth properties, we examined the expression of injury/growth markers (nitric oxide synthase, growth-associated protein 43 and c-Jun) after target deletion or axotomy performed at different sites along the olivocerebellar pathway. Both axon injury and target loss disclose two subsets of IO neurons distributed within precise subnuclei: one subset up-regulates all markers in all conditions, whereas the other shows a mild c-Jun expression but remains unresponsive even after a very proximal axotomy. These observations indicate that distinct subpopulations of IO cells respond to different regulatory strategies. Unresponsive neurons appear insensitive to environmental positive or negative cues, suggesting that they are intrinsically unable to set up a cellular reaction to injury. In contrast, cell body changes in reactive neurons are elicited after the removal of retrogradely transported target-derived inhibitory signals. Target loss also induces degeneration of IO cells, whose survival remains partially dependent on Purkinje targets in adulthood. Thus, the intrinsic regenerative potential of a functionally homogeneous population is regulated by multiple mechanisms, specific for distinct neuronal subsets.